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+ Objectives


Review the federal government’s policy frameworks
around emergency preparedness



Overview of federal role to date



New federal policy on critical infrastructure protection



Reflections on federal role

+ In 2005, the Auditor General of Canada said the
following about the statement of emergency
preparedness…..
“In many cases, spending on emergency preparedness
was not guided by a thorough analysis of threats and
risks; as a result, funds to strengthen emergency
response capacities have been poorly allocated. For
example, the opportunity was not taken to create a
national pool of equipment that is compatible and
interoperable.”

Evidence to date suggest that not a lot has changed.

+ Policy Framework


Emergency Management Act



Department of Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness Act



National Security Policy



An Emergency Management Framework for Canada



National Strategy and Action Plan for Critical Infrastructure



Government Security Policy



Provincial/territorial equivalent (legislation, programs, plans,
policies, strategies, initiatives or their equivalents, etc.)



MOUs and Agreements between applicable orders of government

+ National Integration Role


Lead federal department: Public Safety and Emergency
Preparedness Canada: responsible for “whole of
government” approach but is it? Strong tactical leads are
really CSIS, RCMP, DND and Public Health Agency/Health
Canada



Add to this the National Security Advisor in Privy Council
Office



Emergency response in Canada is a crowded field
complexity within the federal government and complexity
among governmental, near-governmental and nongovernmental players



Conference Board of Canada: greatest threat in critical
infrastructure protection is the “lack of clarity around
governance”
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+ Progress to date


“An Emergency Management Framework for Canada, 2007”:
document from Ministers Responsible for Emergency
Management






Intensive activity in certain provinces and cities








Established hierarchy of response beginning with local level
Called for risk based approach
All hazards approach

Alberta’s counter terrorism crisis management plan for the oil patch
Ontario’s health emergency response capacity
New Brunswick developing a provincial master plan
Toronto in response to SARS
Vancouver in anticipation of Olympics in 2010

Promised Federal Policy on Critical Infrastructure Protection:
promised in 2004, delivered in May, 2008

+ “Working towards a National Strategy and
Action Plan for Critical Infrastructure”
With a view to enhancing the resiliency of Canada's national
critical infrastructure, the objectives of the Strategy are to:



build trusted and sustainable partnerships through creation of a
National Cross-Sector Forum to improve communications
implement an all-hazards risk management approach by
 Risk assessments of Canada's critical infrastructure at
federal, provincial, territorial and sectoral levels.
 Public Safety Canada will coordinate this in cooperation with
sector networks, key federal departments and agencies,
provinces, territories and the private sector.
 Develop emergency programs and plans through collaboration
between lead federal departments and agencies for each
sector, provinces and territories and the private sector.
 Conduct exercises and assist in the coordination of regional
exercise planning across jurisdictions and with the private
sector.

+ “Working towards a National Strategy and
Action Plan for Critical Infrastructure”


Advance the timely sharing and protection of information
among partners by
 a wider range of information products (e.g. risk
assessments, incident reports, best practices, lessons
learned, assessment tools);






improved delivery mechanisms (e.g. web-based critical
infrastructure information);
improved protection of shared information from
unauthorized disclosure; and
expanded production of all-hazards risk information
products.

+ Reaction and Commentary


“About as useful as a screen door on a submarine.” – Martin Rudner,
Carleton University, founding director of the Canadian Centre of
Intelligence and Security Studies



No national definition of what constitutes critical national
infrastructure



‘All Hazards’ approach has buzz-word tendencies unless it actually is
all hazards identified and all players involved: record of such
engagement to date is very poor



“Who are we gong to call; who’s the lead…boy, I know the government
can be slow but…” Brad Perrin, Atomic Energy of Canada



“If you do not know what are the most essential components of your
infrastructure, how the hell do you tell them when something’s coming
at them.?” – David Redman, retired Director of Emergency
Management Alberta

+ In spite of the talk, troubling signs…


In April, 2008, Natural Resources Canada quietly discontinued
classified security briefings for energy infrastructure operators.
The "pens-down" bi-annual briefings were the most sophisticated
example of the public-private collaboration the federal government
insists is essential for national security



Doubts arise from the multi-partite nature of federal leadership:
PCO, PS, DND, CSIS and RCMP that expose a lack of consensus and
a strong belief by some that there is no substantive threat to critical
infrastructure from terrorist attack



Public Safety as the kitten trying to herd tigers.



A leisurely three year Action Plan



Continued low level of action on continental dependencies as they
actually are growing: this is a federal role

+ Some concluding thoughts…


Failure to effectively address leadership and
accountability issues increases the likelihood of a poor
response when the next Black Swan hits



A failure of leadership turns a disaster into a catastrophe
– there is no strong federal drive at this time.



Participating in joint exercises is the most effective way
for organizations and governments to build resiliency –
we are not seeing enough of this.

+ Some concluding thoughts…


Risk of convergent players in system failure: electricity
may be well ahead, but no use without effective
transportation and food response



We have yet to answer the question: how much insurance
do we really want to buy?



Are we suffering from emergency weariness: systemic
challenges of sustaining effort over time, especially
when there are so many distractions?

